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Several results in noncommutative measure theory for C*-algebras are 
proved. A bounded linear map from a C*-algebra to a weakly sequentially 
complete Banach space is weakly compact (Theorem 4.2). This was a conjecture 
of Sakai. This result is a consequence of a recent theorem of Pedersen. A 
theorem of the V&ah-Hahn-Saks type states that a sequence (ff> of states on 
a W*-algebra converges weakly if it converges weak* (Corollary 3.3). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
If C(Q) denotes the space of continuous complex-valued functions 
on the compact HausdorfI Sz, a result of Grothendieck [8] asserts 
that any bounded linear map T from C(Q) to a weakly (sequentially) 
complete Banach space X is weakly compact. It was conjectured by 
Sakai [12] that the result remains valid if the space C(Q) is replaced by 
an arbitrary C*-algebra, and he showed that a bounded linear map of 
a C*-algebra to an abstract L-space is weakly compact. This was 
improved by the first author [I], who showed any bounded linear map 
from a C*-algebra to the predual of a W*-algebra is weakly compact. 
A principal result of this paper (Theorem 4.3) is that any bounded 
linear mapping from a C*-algebra to a Banach space which contains 
no copy of c, ) is weakly compact. This affirms Sakai’s conjecture. 
We obtain some characterizations of weakly relatively compact subsets 
of the dual space of a C*-algebra, which extend the first author’s 
work in [l]. In particular, we obtain the result that for sequences of 
states of a IV*-algebra, the notions of weak and weak* convergence 
coincide. This extends Theorem 9 of [8]. 
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The authors would like to express their gratitude to Pedersen for 
making available preprint [lo] on which much of this work is based. 
2. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATION 
For any Banach space Y, Y* shall denote the Banach dual of Y; 
Y1 shall denote the unit ball of Y. Throughout the paper, S shall 
denote a C*-algebra. Let rr be the universal representation of +?/ as 
a C*-algebra of operators acting in the universal representation 
Hilbert space tifl [7, p. 2361. %** may be identified with the closure 
of rr9 in the weak operator topology, and every state of +??/ is a vector 
state for some vector in Zw . For notational simplicity we make no 
distinction between Q and 4?. We shall denote by eO, the set of 
self-adjoint operators on Sn obtained as weak limits of norm-bounded, 
increasing sequences from @sA; y b @DB the set of self-adjoint operators 
on ST obtained as weak limits of decreasing sequences from aV . 
IffES*, by [13, p. 1.261, we write f = fi - fi + i(f3 - f4) where 
fi , fi , f3 , f4 are positive in %*. We shall write [f ] = fi + fi + f3 + f4. 
The strong * topology on S is the linear topology generated by the 
family of seminorms a + f (a*a + au*)lj2 for all states f of a. We 
shall abbreviate the phrase “weakly relatively compact” to w.r.c. 
The set of positive integers will be denoted by w. For the general 
theory of C*-algebras the reader is referred to [6, 7, 131. We shall 
occasionally use terminology from [7] without explicit reference. 
3. WEAK COMPACTNESS IN %* 
THEOREM 3.1. A subset K in 42* is W.T.C. z. and only if the restriction 
of K to each norm separable C*-subalgebra of % is w.r.c. 
Proof. Assume that the restriction of K to each norm 
separable C*-subalgebra of % is w.r.c. For simplicity, assume 
sudllf Il:f EKI G 1, since K must be bounded by the uniform 
boundedness theorem. By Theorem 111.9, p. 298 of [I], if K is not 
w.r.c., there exists E > 0, such that for each strong * neighborhood Q 
of 0 in %, there is a x E Q and an f E K such that 1 f (z)j > E. By 
induction, we may find sequences {a,} 2 @i+, (f,} C K satisfying: 
;I [fil(d < Gn and lfn+&4 > E, n = 1, Z... . 
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Let @,, be the C*-subalgebra generated by {xn}, and let p be the support 
projection in ??Y$* of 
f = gJfi1. 
We have 
< E/2” + l/2” = (1 + E)/2”. 
Thus f(.z,) -+ 0 as n -+ 00. By [6, p. 581, pz,p converges to zero in 
the strong * topology. By hypothesis and Theorem 11.3, p. 289 of [l], 
I fi(P%P)l = I fiw * 0 uniformly in j, contradicting 1 fY+r(xJ > E 
for all n = 1, 2,... . 
The converse assertion is trivial and the theorem is proved. 
Q.E.D. 
Remark. An easy reformulation of Theorem 2 of [lo] gives that 
for each countably decomposable projection e E @** one has 
e(@**)e = e[(%**),s]e (=e[(%**)8,,]e if 1 E %)[9, p. 3221. If 
cfn>FL C @*, let 
co 
f = Z12-“& 
and let p be the support projection off in %* *. Note that p is countably 
decomposable. We call p the common support of {fn>nsw. We are 
indebted to the referee for this remark which allows simplification of 
the proofs of 3.2 and 4.1. 
THEOREM 3.2. If Cfn)nE:w andf are states of %, thenf, +fu(%*, @**) 
if and only iff, -+ fcr(%*, +YO). 
Proof. Assume f, -+ fu(%*, aO). We can clearly assume 1 E *, 
and that fn -+ fu(@ *, aa) also. For each x E %$z and E > 0 there are 
y E @a and x E %!c such that: If p is the common support of {fn},E, 
and f, then pxp < pzp, pyp < pxp; f (x - x) < E, f (x - y) < E. Thus 
f(x) + E <f(x) = limfn(z) > 1 I im supfn(x) and f (x) - E < fd? g- 
lim f,(y) < lim inf f%(x), so f (x) = lim fn(x). . . . 
COROLLARY 3.3. If ??l is a W*-algebra, (fm}lEEW , f states of 9, then 
f, -+ fu(@*, @**) ifand only iffn. ---t fu(4*, 92). 
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Proof. By Proposition 3, p. 223 of [2], since % is W*, f, --f f weak* 
if and only if f, -+ fu(‘B*, 4YO). Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3.4. A bounded subset KC @*+ is w.7.c. if and only if 
lim,f (zm) exists uniformly for f E K whenever {zn} is a norm-bounded 
increasing sequence in @+. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.1, we may assume that ?z? is separable. By the 
Eberlein-Smulian theorem, it is sufficient to show that each sequence 
(fn} G K contains a weakly convergent subsequence. By the separability 
of %!, @r* is compact and metrizable in the weak* topology, so that we 
may assume the existence of an f E @* with f, -+ fu(%*, a’) as n ---t co, 
passing to a subsequence if necessary. By Theorem 3.2, f, --f f 
weakly and K is w.r.c. The converse follows from [I, Corollary 11.5(b)]. 
Q.E.D. 
Remark. It would appear to be a reasonable conjecture that 
3.2-3.4 remain valid if the restriction of positivity is removed. This, 
however, appears to be a difficult problem. 
4. WEAKLY COMPACT MAPS 
We now give a characterization of w.r.c. subsets of %* which is 
not as sharp as that of Theorem 3.4, but which does not require 
positivity and has some interesting consequences. 
THEOREM 4.1. A bounded set K C &* is w.7.c. if and only if K is 
a(%*, +Yu8) relatively compact. 
Proof. Suppose K is relatively u(%*, +YU,) compact. By 
Theorem 3.1, we may assume that % is separable. Let (fm}ne, G K 
be a sequence. By the Eberlein-Smulian theorem, we need only show 
that {fn} has a weakly convergent subsequence. Since @ is separable 
and K is bounded, {f,} h as a weak* convergent subsequence which 
must be weakly convergent by the remark following 3.1. Q.E.D. 
As an application, we have: 
THEOREM 4.2. Let T: 4? + X be a bounded linear map from 4 to a 
Banach space X. T is weakly compact if and only if T**(e06) C X. 
In particular, if X contains no copy of c,, , then T is weakly compact. 
Proof. If T**(‘%Og) C X, then T* is continuous from X* with 
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the a(X*, X) topology to %* equipped with the a(‘%*, aO,) topology. 
Thus T*X,* is weakly compact, and so T is weakly compact. 
Now let (zn}ncw - C a**+ be any bounded monotone sequence 
satisfying T**x, E X, n = 1, 2,... . Observe that, for each f E ??L*+, 
Consequently for each x* E X*, C, 1 (T**(z~+,,, - x,), x*) 1 < co 
since T*x* =fi - fa + i(f3 - f4) with fi E %*+,j = I,..., 4. Since X 
contains no copy of c,, , the series 
1 T**(%+I - 4 
a 
is weakly (and hence strongly) subseries convergent in X, by 
Theorem 5 of [4]. It follows immediately that T**G20B C X, so that T 
is weakly compact. Q.E.D. 
In the commutative case, the final statement of Theorem 4.2 is due 
to Pelczynski [l I]. 
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